Airline transport generates a growing share of global greenhouse gas emissions but as of late 2016, this sector has not faced U.S. fuel economy or emissions regulation. At any point in time, airlines own and lease a set of durable vehicles and have invested in human and physical capital and an inventory of parts to maintain these vehicles. Each airline chooses whether to scrap and replace airplanes in their fleet and how to utilize and operate their fleet of aircraft. We model these choices as a function of real jet fuel prices. When jet fuel prices are higher, airlines fly fuel inefficient planes slower, scrap older fuel inefficient planes earlier and substitute miles flown to their more fuel efficient planes.
Introduction
Jet fuel is a major expense for commercial airlines. In 2014, the U.S civilian fleet consumed 10.3 billion gallons for domestic flights.
1 At market prices this represented a total expenditure of roughly $35 billion. This expense accounts for approximately 25% of operating costs and therefore, these for-profit companies have strong incentives to manage their purchases of such fuel.
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Fuel consumption represents a private cost for airlines and imposes externality costs for society. 3 Airplane travel is generating a growing share of global greenhouse gas emissions but up as of 2016, this sector has not faced fuel economy regulation in the US. US aircraft are emitting 11% of the total U.S transportation GHG emissions, and this represents 3% of total U.S GHG emissions. 4 Total greenhouse gas emissions per aircraft are proportional to its gallons per mile consumed multiplied by total miles flown but differ by type of aircraft. The Airbus A320 aircraft now operated by United Airlines emits 59% of the CO 2 as the previously operated
Boeing 727-200 during take-offs and landings. 5 Therefore studying the impact of jet fuel prices on this metric is informative for ascertaining the incidence of price policies designed to reduce GHG emissions. Given that there is an environmental externality associated with air travel, it is surprising how little academic economic research has investigated the fuel economy dynamics for this important and growing transportation sector. In independent work, Abreu and Brueckner (2016) document the negative correlation between airplane fuel consumption and gasoline prices. 6 In contrast, the fuel economy dynamics for the private automobile fleet and the public bus fleet have been extensively studied (Knittel 2012 ).
We study U.S civilian airline fuel consumption dynamics by examining how airlines utilize their existing set of planes that they own or lease at any point in time. Our measures of utilization are miles flown and average speed. We document that plane utilization is responsive to the jet fuel price of flying a mile. The jet fuel price of flying a passenger a mile is the product of the price of jet fuel and the specific airplane's gallons per passenger-mile. We document that in years/quarters when the real jet fuel price is higher that airlines fly their less fuel efficient airplanes less and they fly all planes at lower speeds to more efficiently use fuel.
Airlines can also replace their fleets and purchase newer more efficient airplanes. We estimate fleet turnover regressions for the subset of aircraft at airlines when the fleets of those aircraft are close to the margin of being replaced. We focus on major US airlines whose inventory of planes features some older planes where a close more fuel efficient substitute exists.
We study whether fleet upgrading is more likely to occur when the price of jet fuel is higher and thus the operating cost savings from upgrading to a more fuel efficient plane is higher. This piece of our analysis updates earlier work by Goolsbee (1998) that focused on the retirement of the Boeing 707 airplane during the 1970s and 1980s by using a larger portfolio of aircraft types and more recent fleet data.
The price of new aircraft and the lease rate for existing aircraft are both set in markets featuring few sellers. During the period we study, 1991-2015, Airbus, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas compete with leasing companies and owners of existing aircraft in highly developed durable goods markets (Gavazza (2011) ). The linkage between the used car and new car markets is studied by Bento et. al. (2009) . They document that new car regulation affects the demand for used vehicles. As we discuss in the conclusion, this finding is likely to have important implications for considering the incidence of new vintage airplane fuel economy regulation.
We estimate hedonic used airplane pricing regressions to study the economic incidence of higher jet fuel prices. We document that the lease price for fuel efficient airplanes is higher when the price of jet fuel is higher. This fact means that airlines have a weaker incentive to adjust to the higher fuel prices on the extensive margin. If plane purchasers anticipate that they will face higher prices for fuel efficient planes when jet fuel prices are high then this provides an incentive for them to engage in more adjustment along the intensive margin of mileage and speed rather than at the extensive margin. This suggests that Gruenspecht's predictions about the consequences of differentiated regulation (where he focused on vehicles) is likely to play out in the case of planes (Gruenspecht 1982) .
Our study contributes to the transportation literature by examining how jet fuel prices affect the fleet's composition and utilization. Previous studies have documented how the fleet's average fuel economy is affected by gas prices (Li, Von Haefen and Timmins (2009), Linn and Klier (2010) ). Other vehicle research has examine how scrappage behavior is affected by changes in gas prices (Jacobsen and Van Benthem (2014) ).
An Airline's Static Cost Minimization Problem
Airlines face a portfolio problem of what durables to own, and how much to use them.
For example in 1994, TWA operated 11 different types of aircraft from Douglas DC-9-10 to Boeing 747-200. Each of these aircraft met a specific role, however at the margin similar aircraft could substitute for each other. Airlines operate fleets comprised of multiple units of each type of aircraft and they operate in a competitive environment as private firms (Borenstein (1992) , Goetz and Vowles (2009), Brueckner, Lee and Singer (2013) . The replacement decision in this setting represents a complicated dynamic programming problem. While Rust (1987) shows how to study the bus engine replacement decision, the airline problem is much more complicated because airlines own and lease multiple types of durable goods for which they must choose along many dimensions including the number of seats per flight and the aircraft's technical capabilities.
Facing this challenge, we focus on a static optimization problem. At any point in time t, a commercial airline called d has signed long term rental contracts that locks it in to operate a count of of airplanes of type j. This assumption means that we are studying the fleet utilization decision independent of the fleet retirement and purchase decision. In a later section of the paper, we will explore this extensive margin.
There are h different types of airplanes. This notation means that that airline d at time t has available a total of ∑ ℎ =1
airplanes. The airline has chosen to fly a given level of aggregate passenger miles. It must choose how to allocate these planes to meet its aggregate passenger mileage target. The aggregate passenger miles flown by airline d in year t equals:
Where is the average passenger miles that airline d flies each type of airplane j at time t.
Define as the average speed that airline d flies plane j at time t. Given this notation, the total time required to fly these miles equals;
Total fuel consumption equals;
In equation (3), represents the gallons per passenger mile for airline d on plane j at time t.
Given this notation, and our assumption that the firm has incurred a fixed cost of owning or leasing its airplane fleet, airline d's static variable cost minimization problem can be expressed as:
A given airline chooses the mileage and the speed of each of its planes. In equation (4), the left term represents the total salaries paid to the pilots and staff. The term on the right represents the airline's total expenditure on fuel. For a given airplane type, gallons per mile is an increasing function of plane speed. To avoid corner solutions, we introduce a capacity constraint such that the most fuel efficient airplanes cannot fly all of the miles. We note that in our simple setup, all planes of the same type will be used the same amount. Planes are substitutes but are not perfect substitutes because they differ with respect to their fuel economy.
This simple model yields two comparative statics. First, higher gas prices cause airlines to fly their lower GPM planes more and second, higher gas prices cause airlines to fly slower. 7 We recognize that our model does not include plane depreciation or maintenance expenditures.
The Empirical Framework
In our first set of empirical results, we study the portfolio reallocation problem as an airline changes the share of miles it allocates to each type of plane to achieve its goal of minimizing costs. Using the data we describe below, we calculate for each airplane type, its average gallons per mile at a point in time. It is important to note that this is a weighted average of all of the vintages of this type of plane currently flying (such as a 757-300). Since aircraft manufacturers make relatively small changes to aircraft fuel economy over time, the average vintage of the fleet will affect the average fuel burn of the fleet.
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In equation (5), we present the algebra for how we calculate the gallons per mile for plane type j in year t and quarter q for airline d. This summation captures the fact that at any point in time an airline holds many different types of planes and these planes differ with respect to their k vintages. Given our data, we cannot disaggregate fuel economy by the vintage of a plane. We are able to calculate each airline's quarterly average fuel economy (gallons per mile) by airplane type.
We combine data on the real price of jet fuel in any year/quarter and the above measure of airplane fuel economy, to calculate the real price of flying one passenger mile = *
As shown in equation (6) there are two sources of variation for the price of flying one passenger mile. First, there is the fuel economy of the plane and second there is the real price of gasoline in that year/quarter. We lag this variable by a quarter to avoid endogeneity concerns. This is our key explanatory variable in the first set of regressions we report.
To test hypotheses related to the reallocation of airline miles across its fleet we estimate versions of equation (7).
As shown in equation (7) an airline d in year t and quarter q has h different types of planes in its inventory. Such an airline contributes h observations to the regression. For each of these h types of airplanes we observe the total count of passenger miles flown. We include a rich set of fixed effects that we discuss below. The standard errors are clustered by year/quarter.
Given that flying at lower speeds saves on jet fuel consumption but increases flight times, we study whether airlines fly their planes at a lower speed when the cost of flying a plane a passenger mile increases. 9 To test this hypothesis we regress the average speed of the aircraft type by quarter on the cost of flying a passenger mile.
Airplane Data
Our airline data covers the years 1991 through the end of 2015. It is from statutory filings by the airlines to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. 10 The data set is called the "T-2" data.
These data report aggregate statistics by airline/airplane/year/quarter. For example, one observation will be United Airlines utilization of 747 aircraft in the 4 th quarter of 2007. For this observation, we observe the total miles flown by aircraft in this set, the hours it was in the air, the total quantity of fuel consumed and the total passenger miles. Surprisingly, the data do not indicate the count of airplanes in this set or the age of these airplanes. We use these data to construct two key variables; gallons per mile which equals total gallons of gasoline consumed divided by total passenger miles flown and average plane speed defined as total airplane miles 9 Grenelle, List and Metcalf (2016) report results from a field experiment in which pilots were nudged to fly at lower speeds. Such pilots responded by flying slower and this increased fuel economy and hence reduce aggregate greenhouse gas emissions.
flown divided by total plane hours in the air. Our data source for gasoline prices is the BTS.
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We deflate these data and calculate an average quarterly real price of jet fuel per gallon.
Using the sample from the 1 st quarter from 1991 through the 3 rd quarter of 2015, after we drop observations for which total jet fuel consumption equals zero or total passenger miles equals zero, and we aggregate to the airline, plane type, year quarter level there are 16,276 observations in our unbalanced panel. These data cover 166 airlines, 132 airplanes over 99 year/quarters. The types of airlines in the data set are air taxi, charter, on demand cargo, scheduled cargo, package cargo, regional and major airlines (airlines from 40 Mile Air to Yute
Air to United and American Airlines). mile and we also graph the real price of jet fuel. There is no clear time series relationship between these two series.
Results on Fleet Utilization and Speed as a Function of Operating Cost Per Mile
Table One reports three estimates of equation (7). We seek to explain the total mileage of each airplane type for each airline in each year and quarter. The three regressions differ because we include different sets of fixed effects. In column (1), we include carrier fixed effects. In column (2), we include aircraft fixed effects and in column (3) we include carrier/year/quarter fixed effects. This last set of fixed effects can be interpreted as flexibly controlling for airline demand. In all three specifications, we estimate a negatively and statistically significant elasticity for the real price of flying a passenger a mile. Based on the results in column (3), we estimate an elasticity of -1.08. Thus, a 10% increase in the price of flying a passenger mile reduces mileage for that plane by 10.8%. We recognize that our simple reduced form approach does not allow us to estimate cross-elasticites which would be a complicated adjustment throughout the airline's portfolio of aircraft. As mileage on high GPM planes declines, such miles may be reallocated to other airplanes that are part of the same airline's fleet.
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In Table Two , we report additional estimates of equation (7) but now we focus on the ten major civilian airlines during our period of study and estimate a separate elasticity for each of them. During the period of study America West and USAir merged, Northwest and Delta merged, Continental and United merged and American purchased TWA. The airlines were kept as distinct entities prior to the merger. Fixed effects were used to judge whether or not the merger changed airline strategy. For example, the predominance of Continental Airlines management at the merged airline might be an example of the new United Airlines having a different fleet strategy than before. We pursue this to test for heterogeneity. As shown in Column (4), American Airlines and Southwest Airlines are the most responsive to changing plane mileage as a function of the price of a passenger mile while US Airways is less responsive. Table Three 's column (3) the elasticities are negative but much smaller. We estimate a real price per passenger mile elasticity of -.117 on plane speed.
Fleet Replacement and Jet Fuel Prices
In response to increases in fuel costs, airlines can also adjust their deployment of capital by replacing an entire fleet of aircraft. For example Delta Airlines announced in April 2016 a launch order for Bombardier C-Series aircraft for the purpose of improving operating economics through the fuel burn economy of the new aircraft.
Airlines have infrastructure for each fleet that cannot be easily transferred across plane types. For example, the firm incurs costs training pilots and mechanics in operating and repairing a specific plane. The airline holds inventories of plane specific spare parts. Though these are sunk costs, they are costs that must be borne whenever an entire fleet is replaced, and the replacement and re-training costs add to the capital cost of a fleet rollover. For example, an airline flying Boeing 737-300 aircraft might reduce the number of aircraft or reduce the utilization in order to move traffic to a more efficient Boeing 757-200 aircraft, but were they to replace this fleet with Airbus A320's, a more efficient and similar sized aircraft, they would have to retrain all of the 737-300 pilots. Pilot training alone requires two weeks of ground school, fixed base device training and simulator sessions and can easily cost the airline $60,000 per pilot.
The acquisition of a flight simulator from CAE, FSI or TRU will cost $15M or more. United
Airlines operates 32 of these at its Denver training facility. Thus the gain from improved fuel burn must be sufficiently large to trigger a fleet replacement decision.
We now present a simple fleet switching model that is used to guide our empirical discrete choice model. A profit maximizing airline sells seats on its planes in a competitive output market. Define as the Revenue Passenger Miles 13 (RPM) provided at time t and S t,k be the RPM's associated with aircraft type k. The ticket price for each flight is the sum or the RPM's times P t,RPM . The airline wishes to produce RPM's at each time t and has an infinite lifetime objective function discounted by β. The production function for S t is:
In equation (1), be an overall fleet vintage (a and b aircraft fleets) at time t, , be the ticket price per RPM at price t, be the amount of labor employed at t per RPM, , be the amount of jet fuel consumed at t per RPM by aircraft k.
The firm bears costs in producing this quantity of passenger miles. Define ( | ) to be the cost function for S t
The state space representation of the objective function is:
13 One RPM is one paying passenger carried one mile in flight The airline's problem at time t is:
In this cost equation, be an indicator function = 0 if either no alternative more fuel efficient aircraft is available, or if the airline decides not to include it in the fleet and =1 otherwise. , is defined as the vintage of the type k aircraft fleet at time t. is the wage of labor at t. P is the price of jet fuel at t. is the corporate bond interest rate at t. , is the cost of new replacement aircraft c. ( , ) is the level of maintenance required for aircraft of type k.
Define , be the cost of maintenance per RPM for aircraft of type k. We assume that maintenance costs is an increasing function of RPM's in both vintage and current usage of the aircraft:
An airline will choose to replace aircraft k with a new aircraft type r if an aircraft r exists as an alternative and at the optimum without replacement:
From (13) we observe there are four ways this inequality can hold. First, the inequality holds from the time the aircraft is available and the airline begins replacement as a launch customer for the new efficient aircraft. Second, since the replacement aircraft is more fuel efficient than the older aircraft (i.e. � � < � � ). Therefore an increase in energy prices , or expected energy prices will increase the right hand side less than the left hand side and there exists a jet fuel cost such that the inequality (14) holds. Third, as the aircraft fleet ages, it becomes more expensive to operate (i.e. � � < � +1 � ). Thus, an aging fleet is less attractive than a new fleet even if jet fuel prices do not increase. Finally, fleet replacement as a partial substitute for a utilization adjustment between fleet types maybe induced by falling capital costs , .
The discrete choice is then roll the fleet into a new type or keep the existing fleet. We model the probability of this choice as:
Where = log ( * ∆ )
In this last term, the change in fuel consumption per mile of flying represents the change in consumption when airline k substitutes from plane i to j.
We posit that 1 will have a positive sign reflecting the increased maintenance costs associated with aging aircraft. 2 is the coefficient of interest. The replacement aircraft will have a lower fuel burn / mile than the existing aircraft. Jet fuel prices are positive and therefore any aircraft pair, the variable will be a larger negative the higher are jet fuel prices. From the model we expect this to increase the probability that airlines replace their fleets of relatively fuel efficient with relatively more fuel efficient aircraft (equation 14). Our hypothesis is then that 2 will be negative and significant.
Fleet Replacement Data
The data employed are airline fleets as constructed from historical records of each of ten airlines including the average age and number of aircraft of the fleet. Maintenance cost data
were not available on a consistent basis as each aircraft's maintenance cost is dependent on the number of hours flown, the number of cycles flown and the age of the aircraft. Nevertheless, the age of the fleet is a good proxy for this variable.
The data for the empirical study are comprised of annual counts of aircraft in the fleets of the top ten domestic airlines from 1991 to 2014. For each fleet the first five years after an aircraft has entered the airline are considered adoption times and are not included in the data.
Aircraft for which there are no more fuel efficient alternatives, are also excluded from the data.
The date used for the fleet replacement decision is the year of entry of the first aircraft of the new, replacement fleet. While airlines decide to roll a fleet considerably in advance of the first delivery, the market for leased aircraft and the nature of new aircraft purchase contracts allows them considerable flexibility in the actual date to begin the fleet rollover. Thus, the introduction to the fleet date is taken as the relevant decision date.
The key variables we construct include;
1. Fleet Replacement: a binary choice variable taking the value of 1 when a fleet replacement occurs and 0 otherwise. The data consists of airline fleets that have been in the airline for at least five years as the empirical data suggests that airlines do not replace fleets without operating them for at least five years. 2. Vintage: the average age of the fleet. As fleets age maintenance cost increase. As well, minor changes in aircraft result in improvements in fuel burn and younger fleets will be marginally more fuel efficient than older fleets. 3. Fleet Total: The percentage of the airline's aircraft that are in the subject fleet. 4. Chapter 11: A binary variable indicating the airline is in Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization 5. Recession: a binary variable indicating the US is in a recession 6. Log(( real price of jet fuel) x (fuel burn in gallons per mile of the potential alternative aircraft type -fuel burn in gallons per mile of the existing aircraft type)). This variable is a measure of the fuel savings per revenue mile achieved at current jet fuel prices by switching from the existing aircraft to a comparable fuel efficient aircraft. Fore example, an airline flying a McDonnell Douglas MD-83 aircraft might switch to a more fuel efficient Airbus A320-200 aircraft. This variable measures the increased cost incurred by the airline by not doing so.
The last variable is the key variable of interest. If the second argument of this transformation is negative an increase in the real price of jet fuel will make this variable take on a more negative value.
Fleet Replacement Results
At the extensive margin, airlines are responding to jet fuel price increases. Using the fleet data for ten US airlines from 1992 to 2014 we estimated Probit models of the probability of fleet replacement. The date of the fleet replacement was taken to be the year of introduction of the new aircraft type. The Probit models were estimated with year and with airline fixed effects.
We find that when suitable substitutes exist, a 1% increase in jet fuel prices results in approximately 1% increase in the probability of a fleet replacement. For airlines with older fleets the probability of fleet replacement increases as well. This is expected as older fleets require more maintenance. However they also have higher fuel burn. An increase of one year, from 10 to 11 years, will increase the probability of replacement by approximately 2 percentage points.
14 An interesting result is that an airline in Chapter 11 bankruptcy is 14% more likely to roll a fleet than one that is not. This is because of the deep lease market that allows airlines to adjust their inputs at the extensive margin to reduce operating costs. Typically a bankrupt airline would shrink its overall fleet by retiring older aircraft and add fewer, but more fuel efficient aircraft in their place. While such a change in the fleet is costly, the Chapter 11 airlines are able to do it at lower cost than non-Chapter 11 airlines due to the concomitant contraction of their fleet, the potential for debtor-in-possession financing and the potential suspension of other obligations.
Aircraft Lease Prices and a Hedonic Test of the Incidence of Jet Fuel Price Changes
When gasoline prices are high, airlines seek out more fuel efficient planes. Such demand may raise the equilibrium prices for such planes. We now introduce an econometric specification that resembles the approach taken by Busse et. al. (2013) and Fan, Sallee and West (2016) in their studies of the capitalization of gasoline prices into used vehicle prices. We use standard hedonic pricing methods to study the economic incidence of higher gas prices. In particular we will study whether and to what extent planes featuring higher jet fuel costs per passenger mile are associated with lower lease rate and rental rates. Intuitively, if a plane has a high gallons per mile then its operating costs rise as the price of gasoline increases. The variable "cost of flying one passenger mile" captures this. In running the hedonic regression below, we are assuming that airlines are using today's jet fuel price as a proxy for future jet fuel prices. If such prices follow a random walk, then this assumption is costless.
In equation (15), the unit of analysis is plane j built in year v sales price in year t log ( ) = 1 * + 2 * log ( ) +
The hedonic regressions are performed on data by aircraft type for the years 1991 to 2009. The data are the same as used by Gavazza (2010 Gavazza ( , 2011 . The characteristics of the aircraft are from Airliners.net and are the average for the fleet (e.g. the number of seats is taken to be the "typical 2 class" configuration). The characteristics are price of gasoline multiplied by the gallons of jet fuel per passenger mile, number of seats, maximum gross take-off weight, range, number of engines, and vintage of the aircraft.
The hedonic estimates are reported in Table Five. This table reports four hedonic estimates of equation (15). The left columns use the lease price data and the right columns use the sales price data. The regressions differ because airplane fixed effects are included in columns (2) and (4). Across the four specifications, we find a large negative statistically significant elasticity on the log of the jet fuel price of flying a passenger mile of -.61 in the lease regressions and -1.3 in the sales price regressions. This indicates that the market valuation is capitalizing operating cost expenses.
To quantify the incidence of the fuel price increases, we simulate the model for alternative wide-body aircraft over a range of years and with a 1% increase in fuel prices. The results are presented in Figure Four . To standardize the results, lease rates have been adjusted for changes in interest rates. There is a high degree of variability in incidence reflecting the interaction between competitive aircraft, the size of the market and the increased operating costs of the particular aircraft. We find that a third to a half of the increase in fuel prices to be borne by the aircraft lessor and the balance by the lessee.
Given that we have presented evidence that market prices for fuel efficient airplanes are negatively correlated with gas prices, this provides an incentive for domestic airlines to focus more of their adaptation efforts on the intensive margins of mileage and speed for their incumbent fleet.
Conclusion
Over the last 25 years, U.S commercial airlines responded to higher real jet fuel prices by flying more fuel-efficient planes more, flying aircrafts at slower speeds and upgrading their fleets to more fuel-efficient planes. These findings add to the growing literature on how the transportation sector responds to gas price dynamics.
In our recent work, we have studied how public bus authorities adapted to changing gasoline prices (Kahn, Li and Nickelsburg (2015) ). By now introducing new findings for fleets of private civilian airplanes, we offer new facts for comparing these different capital stocks and the policy implications of utilizing pricing dynamics for reducing aircraft emissions.
While all civilian airlines, public buses and private vehicles all provide transportation services, they each differ with respect to who is making the decision --households versus quasigovernmental firms versus private sector firms -and to what are the underlying objective function and constraints -individual utility, public provision of services and profit. A key difference between the household's utility maximizing decision over mileage across its portfolio and the airline's profit maximization problem is that airlines have greater substitution possibilities at the intensive margin for substituting among the planes they already own and have leased. But, at the same time airlines face significant adjustment costs at the extensive margin because they must have inventories of spare parts, capital equipment for maintenance and training, retraining costs and they must have trained mechanics with requisite expertise in operating and repairing the aircraft most of the airports the aircraft services. Individual households can outsource such services to repair stores.
Our findings on the behavioral responses of airlines to the changing price of flying a passenger mile are relevant for policy decisions today because the Obama Administration seeks to push through CAFE like plane regulations that will sharply increase the fuel economy of new planes 15 and the EU is increasing its regulation of aircraft emissions. 16 If such regulations are effective at reducing new plane emissions per mile, then our hedonic pricing results suggest that such airplane sellers will sell these new planes at higher prices. This will reduce the demand for such new planes and will benefit airlines holding portfolios of fuel efficient planes. Those airlines and asset holders holding fuel inefficient planes will suffer a capital loss through the capitalization effect that we documented using our hedonic regressions.
An open question that would require a structural modeling approach would be to study .015
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